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VRC-PRO is the world's best RC Racing simulator. Join the other thousands of drivers for unlimited practice, online racing and
online community. M2 Racing will replace M1 Racing. Sorry, no retro compatibility. M2 Racing is an updated version of M1
Racing. Changes include: A much better and updated racing engine. 20 new cars and tracks. A team builder which lets you build
your own team from a selection of great car designs. An online community and online racing. All the features of M1 Racing.
M2 Racing includes the following features not available in M1 Racing: The M2 Racing engine contains a damage system. Cars
are damaged when they drive into a stationary object or other cars. Players can repair their cars, provided they have the required
parts. The M2 Racing engine includes a damage limit system, which limits the amount of damage cars can take before the player
repairs it. To help players prepare for online racing, a Quick Start option is included. This allows players to play an online match
with a new car, engine and setup. The Quick Start option will automatically select a random team for you. You can also select a
team that you have built yourself. Please note that M2 Racing will not work with M1 Racing savegames, although it can be
played with M1 Racing savegames. M2 Racing v1.6 Changes from M2 Racing v1.5 Bug fixes A few of the bugs from the M1
Racing engine have been fixed. (The bugs fixed are: A sound bug which occurred when using the paintbrush on a wall when
another car was close, and a bug which occurred in the track editor when the player rotated the camera too far around the map)
A new track editor has been added, which allows you to build a track from a collection of segments, and to edit the track's
layout. The number of cars in the game has been increased to 24, although only 18 cars are in the game at the moment. Engine
Changes The engine has been completely rewritten. It is now much more realistic and has improved vehicle handling and
behaviour. New features 82157476af
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